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POLICE
Sgt Steve Goodier | Hampshire Police
“I have been very impressed - this is the best camera on the market”
Inspector Mick Bates | Metropolitan Police
“They are proving to be first rate at reducing public order incidents and escalation”
Andy Harwood Lewes | Sussex Police
“Thank you again for your efficiency and promptness with your replies and the units turn around.
For your info, they are much better and more Officer friendly so well done.”
Anthony Lewis-Webber | London Met Police
“I want to express my sincere thanks for the on-going technical support given by your company. The
after sales support has been nothing but excellent. Your staff are a real credit to Reveal.”
PC Scott Walters | CW301 Neighbourhood Response Team
“For your information, in Worthing alone, since introducing the cameras we have seen a 527% rise in
usage in the month of August!”
Romsey Police
“What an awesome piece of kit, easy to use and even some of the IT shy officers are saying how simple
it is”

PRISON AND IMMAGRATION
Dave Davies | Head of Security HMP Altcourse G4S Care and Justice Services
“At HMP Altcourse we have used the RS3-SX Body Worn Camera for some time and the quality of the
picture and sound is excellent and it is described by practitioners as ‘user friendly’. The use of the
Camera has been invaluable in regards to evidential purposes and provides assurance to both staff
and prisoners that their security and safety is paramount. Further benefits have been in the area of
training as camera footage has been used as a training aid.”
John Connolly | Immigration Removal Services
"The introduction of the camera has seen a marked decline in confrontations between detainees and
officers. Anyone who works directly with the public, would be doing themselves a huge injustice in not
investing in these cameras."
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Steven Martel, Use of Force Co-ordinator, HMP Full Sutton
“After a HMPCIP report they felt that by the Supervising Officer wearing a body worn camera system
it would afford extra protection to the team of Officers from litigation. This has been proven with
fewer complaints being made by Prisoners. Also with the video screen on show the Prisoners are
realising that they are being filmed. This has led to them [the prisoners] demonstrating behaviour of
a more compliant nature.”

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Andy Wells | CCTV Manager London Borough of Hackney
“Superb - we intend to place an order ASAP”
Leeds County Council
"The cameras are simple to use and given that they are deployed daily from 08.00 up to 02.00 the next
day and in all weathers and temperatures they are very durable. I have no hesitation in recommending
them for any type of enforcement officer."
Fareham Borough Council
"The camera has been a great asset to the Civil Enforcement Officers. It is light, very easy to use and
has been very reliable. The recording quality has been excellent, very clear and the audio has been
very good indeed."

Lena Mistry | Napier Parking Ltd
“We approached Reveal Media as we was looking for a product to protect our parking attendants from
any abuse, something effective and simple to use. Reveal introduced us to the RS3 SX Body Worn
Camera Solution. After purchasing the product and trialling it at one of our car parks we found that it
significantly reduced the cases of abuse and aggression and at the same time providing a safer working
environment for our attendants. We would highly recommend Reveal Media to anyone working in the
parking industry. This product is an effective visual deterrent against abuse, easy to operate and
securely records events should we need to use later on. We have just ordered more cameras!”

SECURITY
Marc Wain | SecureForce UK
"After unsuccessfully trying other systems Reveal’s camera was found to be both more user friendly
as well as significantly more reliable than other systems. In addition to the excellent durability, and
quality of the equipment, the on-going support from Reveal is second to none. Our cameras have been
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used every day for over 18 months and our Officers tell me on a regular basis that they would hate to
be without them."
Zunade Loghdey | SPS Cape Town
“The screen shown to motorists or perpetrators is a great deterrent. There has been a 100%
improvement (to our business) on all fronts. Municipal Police absolutely loved it, weight, form factor
and evidence management capability especially.”
Glasgow door supervisor trial
"Your camera was considered the best in terms of its presentation, in terms of the screen being visible
to the potential aggressor and terms of its securing mechanism."

Paul Collins | Security Manager University of Southampton
“I have to say those that have seen the RS3-SX are very impressed. It’s small, lightweight, good
recorded imagery and appears to be robust for everyday use.”
Brad | Cert Systems
“The RS3-SX is AWESOME! Thanks!”
Damian Wright | Deputy Security Manager MANCHESTER ARNDALE
“I'll say again, that your service is outstanding. We were not accustomed to this with our last camera
supplier.”

TRANSPORT
Colin Green | Security Manager Southern Railway
“We have tried some four cameras now. Reveal are top of this tree for its use, picture and sound
quality.”
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